Background Cup malposition is a common cause of impingement, limitation of ROM, acceleration of bearing wear, liner fracture, and instability in THA. Previous studies of the safe zone based on plain radiographs have limitations inherent to measuring angles from twodimensional projections. The current study uses CT to measure component position in stable and unstable hips to assess the presence of a safe zone for cup position in THA. Questions/purposes (1) Does acetabular component orientation, when measured on CT, differ in stable components and those revised for recurrent instability? (2) Do CT data support historic safe zone definitions for component orientation in THA? Methods We identified 34 hips that had undergone revision of the acetabulum for recurrent instability that also had a CT scan of the pelvis between August 2003 and February 2017. We also identified 175 patients with stable hip replacements who also had a CT study for preoperative planning and intraoperative navigation of the contralateral side. For each CT study, one observer analyzed major factors including acetabular orientation, femoral anteversion, combined anteversion (the sum of femoral and anatomic anteversion), pelvic tilt, total offset difference, head diameter, age, sex, and body mass index. These measures were then compared among stable hips, hips with cup revision for anterior instability, and hips with cup revision for posterior instability. We used a clinically relevant measurement of operative anteversion and inclination as opposed to the historic use of radiographic anteversion and inclination. The percentage of unstable hips in the historic Lewinnek safe zone was calculated, and a new safe zone was proposed based on an area with no unstable hips. Results Anteriorly unstable hips compared with stable hips had higher operative anteversion of the cup (44°A 6 12°versus 31°6 11°, respectively; mean difference, 13°; 95% confidence interval [CI], 5°-21°; p = 0.003), tiltadjusted operative anteversion of the cup (40°6 6°versus 26°6 10°, respectively; mean difference, 14°; 95% CI, 10°-18°; p < 0.001), and combined tilt-adjusted anteversion of the cup (64°6 10°versus 54°6 19°, respectively; mean difference, 10°; 95% CI, 1°-19°; p = 0.028). Posteriorly unstable hips compared with stable hips had lower operative anteversion of the cup (19°6 15°versus 31°6 11°, respectively; mean difference, -12°; 95% CI, -5°to -18°; p = 0.001), tiltadjusted operative anteversion of the cup (19°6 13°versus 26°6 10°, respectively; mean difference, -8°; 95% CI, -14°to -2°; p = 0.014), pelvic tilt (0°6 6°versus 4°6 6°, respectively; mean difference, -4°; 95% CI, -7°to -1°; p = 0.007), and anatomic cup anteversion (25°6 18°versus 34°6 12°, respectively; mean difference, -9°; 95% CI, -1°to -17°; p = 0.033). Thirtytwo percent of the unstable hips were located in the Lewinnek safe zone (11 of 34; 10 posterior dislocations, one anterior dislocation). In addition, a safe zone with no unstable hips was identified within 43°6 12°of operative inclination and 31°6 8°of tiltadjusted operative anteversion. Conclusions The current study supports the notion of a safe zone for acetabular component orientation based on CT. However, the results demonstrate that the historic Lewinnek safe zone is not a reliable predictor of future stability. Analysis of tilt-adjusted operative anteversion and operative inclination demonstrates a new safe zone where no hips were revised for recurrent instability that is narrower for tilt-adjusted operative anteversion than for operative inclination. Tilt-adjusted operative anteversion is significantly different between stable and unstable hips, and surgeons should therefore prioritize assessment of preoperative pelvic tilt and accurate placement in operative anteversion. With improvements in patient-specific cup orientation goals and acetabular component placement, further refinement of a safe zone with CT data may reduce the incidence of cup malposition and its associated complications. Level of Evidence: Level III, diagnostic study.
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Introduction
A cetabular cup malposition represents a common cause of complications after THA [13] , contributing to impingement, limitation of ROM, acceleration of bearing wear, and liner fracture [7, 14, 25] . In addition, malposition of the acetabular component is a prime cause of [13] hip instability, which is the most common cause for revision in the United States [25] . The first concept of a safe zone for acetabular component orientation, 40°6
10°of inclination and 15°6 10°of anteversion, introduced by Lewinnek et al. [15] in 1978 as well as various safe zones on plain radiographs [5, 6, 9, 15, 19] , have been commonly referenced in clinical practice or studies. However, several investigators [8, 11, 31, 35] have questioned whether the historic concept of a safe zone is clinically useful. Historic safe zones also do not take into account individual patient morphology that may alter componentpositioning goals such as variation in pelvic tilt, which has been shown to directly alter the functional orientation of the acetabular component [17] .
Measurement of cup position in clinical practice typically is performed using plain radiographs. Inclination, or abduction, can easily be measured on plain radiographs, but anteversion is more difficult. Several factors are responsible, including difficulty identifying retroversion, the need for complicated calculations or conversion tables, and the wide variability of the patient's pelvic orientation when radiographs are taken. In addition, accuracy of radiographic measurements can be affected by magnification and the deviation or unknown location of the central x-ray beam in relation to the cup. Finally, three different definitions [23] (operative, radiographic, and anatomic) and two reference planes (anterior pelvic plane [3] [APP] and functional coronal plane [19] ) have been used to measure and report position of the acetabular component. As a result of limitations inherent to analysis of plain radiographs, CT scans and three-dimensional reconstructions have increasingly been used as imaging techniques to measure the true value of acetabular component orientation [24, 37] or to validate the radiographic methods using CT as the reference standard [24] .
We therefore sought to determine: (1) Does acetabular component orientation, when measured on CT, differ in stable components and those revised for recurrent instability? (2) Do CT data support historic safe zone definitions for component orientation in THA?
Patients and Methods
We identified 34 hips in 34 patients who had a CT study before undergoing revision of the acetabulum for recurrent instability. These cases represent every hip that we could identify by operating room and imaging logs at the New England Baptist Hospital that was treated by cup revision for recurrent instability between August 2003 and February 2017 and that had a CT study that allowed measurement of component position. Fifty-three percent (18) of the 34 hips in this group were in female patients, and the mean age at the time of revision was 68 6 12 years (range, 42-90 years). There were 12 anterior and 22 posterior dislocations. We also identified a control group of 175 randomly chosen patients who had a stable hip replacement who presented for treatment by the senior author (SBM) and who had a CT study for preoperative planning and intraoperative navigation of the contralateral side during the period from 2003 to 2016 [12, 27] . In this group, 58% (101) of the hips were in female patients, and the mean age at the time of surgery was 61 6 10 years (range, 26-86 years). Mean body mass index was 29 6 6 kg/m 2 (range, 20-42 kg/m 2 ) in the unstable group and 31 6 6 kg/m 2 (range, 19-53 kg/m 2 ) in the stable group. Hips with lipped liners were excluded because of difficulty in measuring the angle of the liner [2] . There were no differences in sex (p = 0.747) or body mass index (p = 0.250) between the stable and unstable groups. Patients with recurrent instability were on average 7 years older than those with stable hips (95% confidence interval [CI], 3-12; p = 0.002) ( Table 1 ). The protocol was approved by the New England Baptist Hospital institutional review board.
The CT studies were performed using a spiral 32-slice CT scanner (Optima 660 or Lightspeed 32; General Electric, Boston, MA, USA) with the patient in the supine position. Scans were acquired in the supine position in a matrix of 512 x 512 with a display field of view of 36 auto mA used with a minimal value set at 100, maximum 560, kV 120. The protocol includes scans of the region from the level of the fourth lumbar vertebra proximally through the proximal femur with images through the distal femoral condyles. For each CT study, acetabular component orientation, pelvic tilt, and femoral anteversion were calculated using validated software [10] (HipXpert; Surgical Planning Associates, Boston, MA, USA), whereas total offset difference and head diameter were measured using an open DICOM viewer (OsiriX Lite, www.osirixviewer.com).
To calculate cup orientation, a three-dimensional (3-D) model of the pelvis was created using the data and the APP coordinate system landmarks were identified (Fig. 1 ). The APP [33] is defined by three reference points: the two anterosuperior iliac spines and the anterior surface of the pubic symphysis. Next, using multiplanar views, points on the acetabular rim were identified to calculate a vector orthogonal to the open plane of the acetabulum (Fig. 2) . The 3-D orientation of the cup opening plane in the APP coordinate space was calculated using the operative anteversion and inclination angles defined by Murray [23] (Fig. 3) . In addition, supine pelvic tilt was calculated by measuring the angle between the APP coordinate system and the CT coordinate system. Pelvic tilt was positive if the anterosuperior iliac spines were anterior to the pubic symphysis and negative if the anterosuperior iliac spines were posterior to the pubic symphysis (Fig. 4) . Tiltadjusted operative anteversion was calculated as operative anteversion minus pelvic tilt. One observer measured all cases (SBM). Femoral anteversion was assessed by the technique described by Sugano et al. [21, 28] . Because operative anteversion is calculated in the sagittal plane, the cup orientation values were converted to anatomic anteversion, which is measured in the transverse plane, so that anatomic acetabular anteversion [23] and femoral anteversion could be added to calculate combined anteversion. With respect to offset, comparing just the femoral side would not be helpful because it does not account for medialization of the socket. Therefore, we compared total offset differences between the stable and unstable groups, measured from the medial border of the teardrop to the tip of the greater trochanter, on both sides using the modified technique described by Loughead et al. [16] .
To determine the validity of an historic safe zone, we selected the historic "safe zone" of Lewinnek et al. because that study introduced the concept of a safe zone and is the most commonly referenced safe zone. To do this, we converted our cup orientations in the operative definition to cup orientation in the radiographic definition [23] used by Lewinnek et al. We then plotted the recurrently unstable hips in our study against the Lewinnek safe zone and calculated the percent of hips within that safe zone.
For descriptive analysis, mean values and differences were expressed in degrees and SDs. The distributions of variables with n < 30 were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. If a variable met the criteria for normal distribution, differences in values between them were analyzed with use of a two-tailed independent t-test. Otherwise, we used the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. Results with p values of < 0.05 were considered significant. All statistical analyses were performed with XLSTAT® statistical software (Release 19.02; Addinsoft, New York, NY, USA).
Results
We found substantial differences in anteversion and tilt-adjusted anteversion between stable hips and both posteriorly and anteriorly dislocating recurrently unstable hips. Anteriorly unstable hips compared with stable hips had higher operative anteversion of the cup (44°6 12°versus 31°6 11°, respectively; mean difference, 13°; 95% CI, 5°-21°; p = 0.003) and tilt-adjusted operative anteversion of the cup (40°6 6°versus 26°6 10°, respectively; mean difference, 14°; 95% CI, 10°-18°; p < 0.001). Posteriorly unstable hips compared with stable hips had lower operative anteversion of the cup (19°6 15°versus 31°6 11°, respectively; mean difference, -12°; 95% CI, -5°to -18°; p = 0.001) and tilt-adjusted operative anteversion of the cup (19°6 13°versus 26°6 10°, respectively; mean difference, -8°; 95% CI, -14°to -2°; p = 0.014) ( Table 2) . There was no difference in operative inclination among stable, posteriorly dislocating, and anteriorly dislocating hips. A wide range of supine pelvic tilt was observed in both the stable and unstable groups, and pelvic tilt was lower in posteriorly dislocating unstable hips than in stable hips (0°6 6°versus 4°6 6°, respectively; mean difference, -4°; 95% CI, -7°to -1°; p = 0.007) ( Table 3 ). Combined anteversion of the femur and acetabulum was higher in anteriorly unstable hips than stable hips (64°6 10°versus 54°6 19°, respectively; mean difference, 10°; 95% (Tables 1, 2) . We found no evidence from CT data to support the Lewinnek safe zone but were able to identify a revised safe zone using operative definitions. Eleven of 34 (32%) recurrently unstable hips were located within the Lewinnek safe zone of 40°6 10°of radiographic inclination and 15°6 10°o f radiographic anteversion, representing 10 of 22 (45%) posteriorly dislocating hips and one of 12 (8%) anteriorly dislocating hips (Fig. 5) . In our study, all cups revised for recurrent instability had < 31°or > 56°of operative inclination or < 23°or > 39°of tilt-adjusted operative anteversion. Further analysis revealed a zone in which no dislocation had occurred (Fig. 6) . Based on the positions of the hips that dislocated, a safe zone was determined to be 43°6 12°of operative inclination and 31°6 8°of tiltadjusted operative anteversion where no hip was revised on the acetabular side for recurrent instability.
Discussion
Defining a reliable safe zone of acetabular component positioning remains one of the major goals of THA research, because acetabular component malpositioning is a prime contributor to hip instability, the most common cause of revisions in the United States [25] . Many studies have used radiographic [6, 9, 13, 15, 19] and simulation [4, 26, 34, 36] techniques to assess the relationship between component orientation and joint stability. However, these studies that are based on radiographs are limited by issues of accuracy resulting from multiple unknown parameters of the pelvis image and have not taken into account femoral anteversion or combined anteversion [6, 9, 15, 19, 24, 29, 30 ]. In the current study, CT eliminates the inaccuracy of radiographic measurement and allows for direct measurement of acetabular component position, pelvic tilt in the supine position, and femoral anteversion. The current study identifies a new safe zone and shows that cup anteversion is a critical parameter. The study also demonstrates that the Lewinnek zone is not safe.
The current study is limited in several ways. It is a retrospective study, and CT studies of cups revised for recurrent instability are rare, naturally leading to smaller numbers for analysis. Larger numbers, especially in anterior dislocating hips, could lead to a better understanding of additional variables. Additionally, it would be of interest to better separate the groups by age, sex, body mass index, and surgical exposure of the index procedure and with a more in-depth understanding of spinopelvic attitude and flexibility. The mean age of the recurrently unstable group (68 years) and the stable group (61 years) limits the ability to stratify results by age or extrapolate to younger patients. The patients in this study came from a referral hospital in New England that does not represent the demographics of the United States at large, limiting extrapolation to other patient populations, and so care should be taken before applying these study results to the care of different patient populations. Because no information is known about why the study participants received CT scans, it is possible that these patients differ from the revision population as a whole if clinicians are more likely to order a CT scan when suspecting misplaced components. No data are available on the approaches of the original procedure or other confounding factors such as spine pathology beyond the static spine-pelvis measurement of pelvic tilt in the supine position. Despite these limitations, we believe that it is unlikely that these cases represented "out of the ordinary" revisions because prerevision CT studies for objective assessment of component position are generally becoming more common in clinical practice at our institution.
In our study population, the use of operative definition measures allowed for the identification of a clinically In common with other studies, we found little clinical relevance of the Lewinnek safe zone when compared with our CT data, because approximately one-third of the dislocations were within the Lewinnek safe zone [1, 8] . In addition, our data show a wider range of anteversion than inclination in both the study and control groups, indicating that surgeons may be more accurate in inclination than anteversion. Our current study measured cup positions in operative definitions both because these are the common definitions used for surgical navigation systems and because operative anteversion is measured in the flexion/ extension plane, the same plane in which pelvic tilt is measured (Fig. 4) . In practice, cup orientation can be easily mathematically converted from one definition to another as desired. We incorporated pelvic tilt, which affects the relationship of the anterior pelvic plane to the functional coronal plane by up to 20°or more in some patients [3, 24, 38] . These measurements were in keeping with other recent studies [17, 20, 33] and have further highlighted the importance of the functional orientation of the acetabular component. We observed substantial individual variability of pelvic tilt in our study (Table 3) and consequently reported tilt-adjusted anteversion in the safe zone in this study to incorporate pelvic tilt as a patient-specific variable in cup positioning. Although we did not note significant change in pelvic tilt as a result of THA in a prior study [22] , the spine-pelvic relationship is dynamic and can potentially change over time, so it is important to remember that measurement of pelvic tilt in the supine, sitting, standing, or crouched position is just a single measurement in an arc of motion at a single point in time. Our study confirmed that there are differences between the placement of stable and unstable cups as measured by CT and reported the data in the clinically useful operative definition [3] .
Recently several authors have proposed redefining a safe zone for THA. Abdel et al. [1] and Timperley et al. [32] suggested that there is no safe zone for acetabular component positioning based on plain radiographic assessment. Tiberi et al. [31] suggested that the functional acetabular component safe zone may need to be individualized because substantial changes in cup orientation occur in many patients during different movements. McCarthy et al. [18] demonstrated that the true acetabular safe zone is much smaller than previously believed and varies considerably between patients. The results of these studies suggest that correct cup positioning is likely ultimately patientspecific and may require individualized preoperative planning. In the current study, not all malpositioned cups dislocated, but all cups in hips treated by cup revision for recurrent instability in this study were malpositioned. Although some prior studies have suggested a square-shaped safe zone [6, 9, 15, 19] (Table 4) , such a shape could be anticipated to be unlikely given the motion of the joint and the shape of the components. Yoon et al. [35] demonstrated that given the impingement mechanism, it would be more reasonable to consider the safe zone as being circular (or nearly so) as supported by simulations of impingement and studies of actual dislocation risk. Our study showed a safe zone defined as an oval pattern (Fig. 6) . Furthermore, the safe zone appears to be narrower for anteversion and wider for inclination than previously suggested [6, 9, 15, 19] . Our clinical results are concordant with the simulation results of Elkins et al. [11] who demonstrated, using a finite element analysis model, that ideal cup position was more restrictive than the historically defined safe zones and was substantially more sensitive to cup anteversion than to cup inclination. Our study and that of Danoff et al. [8] both suggest that the range of the acetabular safe zone may be different between inclination and anteversion. For a given cup, operative anteversion is always greater than radiographic anteversion and the difference may be large (commonly 8°or 9°depending on the cup inclination), whereas the difference between operative and radiographic inclination is much smaller [33] .
In summary, both posteriorly and anteriorly dislocating, recurrently unstable hips treated by cup revision in this study differ from the control group in operative anteversion and tiltadjusted operative anteversion, but not operative inclination when measured on CT. Furthermore, 32% of the dislocating hips were located in the Lewinnek safe zone, suggesting that although the Lewinnek study has been important in introducing the concept, the zone defined in that study should not be used in clinical practice. Our study data reinforce the clinical need to redefine the safe zone and identify a safe zone in operative measures that take into account patient-specific pelvic tilt. That malposition in operative anteversion (both with and without adjusting for pelvic tilt) was associated with recurrent instability highlights the need for increased clinical focus on the accuracy of cup anteversion in clinical practice and for additional studies using CT-based measurement to redefine the safe zone. 
